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LEICESTER: Namibia’s Conrad Marais tackles Argentina’s Horacio Agulla during the Rugby World Cup Pool C match between Argentina and
Namibia at the Leicester City Stadium. —AP

LEICESTER: Argentina warmed up for the
Rugby World Cup quarter-finals with a nine-try
romp as they defeated minnows Namibia 64-19
in their final Pool C match at the Leicester City
Stadium yesterday. Too fast and physical for the
African side, it was a comfortable day out for the
South Americans, who had made 11 changes for
the match to give fringe players a run.

Juan Martin Hernandez, one of the standouts
of the side that reached the 2007 semi-finals and
handed a rare outing in the number 10 shirt, set
the ball rolling with the opening score.

Matias Moroni, with his first international try,
Horacio Agulla, Facundo Isa and Lucas Noguera
also crossed before the break as Argentina
forged a 36-7 halftime lead before Matias
Alemanno, Leonardo Senatore, Julian Montoya
and Tomas Cubelli joined the fun in the second
half.

Santiago Gonzalez Iglesias kicked four con-

versions and a penalty, with Juan Pablo Socino
adding four further conversions.

Namibia had to feed off scraps of possession
but showed admirable determination to attack
and were rewarded with tries from wing Johan
Tromp, centre JC Greyling and scrumhalf Eugene
Jantjies, with flyhalf Theuns Kotze converting
two.

Roared on a sizeable portion of the 30,198
crowd, Argentina showed a willingness to run
the ball at every opportunity and the pace of
their attack often left Namibia clutching at air.

The Africans missed 28 tackles in the opening
period and Argentina none, showing who had
most of the ball but also the ease with which
Argentina were able to scythe through the
Namibian defence.

Wing Moroni’s try was one for the Namibia
horror-reel as he brushed of a collection of fee-
ble attempted tackles. Namibia’s first two tries

came from Argentine mistakes as Tromp and
Greyling fed off wayward passes and poor hands
to race clear and score, giving Argentina coach
Daniel Hourcade something to ponder as they
enter the knockout phase.

The spirit in the Namibian camp was evident
right to the death. Having scored their third try
past the 80-minute mark, giant prop Johnny
Redelinghuys was given the chance to take the
conversion to mark his final international.

His attempt never looked like going over but
drew one of the biggest cheers of the day. “We
were exposed a bit, it’s not the way we wanted
to leave the World Cup, but we showed a lot of
heart until the end,” Namibia captain Rohan
Kitshoff told reporters.

Argentina, already confirmed quarter-finalists
as runners-up in Pool C, will face the winners of
Irland and France’s Pool D decider in Cardiff late
yesterday. —Reuters

Pumas pounce on Namibia

EXETER: Italian fly-half Tommaso Allan
brought up a century of Test points yester-
day as Italy beat Romania 32-22 to secure
the crucial third spot in World Cup Pool D.

The 22-year-old-who opted for the land
of his mother ’s bir th rather than for
Scotland where his father comes from-
scored a try and kicked 12 points to secure
the injury-depleted Italians their place at
the 2019 World Cup.

The victory means Italy’s French coach
Jacques Brunel departs on a winning note
after 45 tests in charge. But he failed to rec-
tify the Italians sad record of being the only
Tier One side never to reach the knockout
stages of the tournament.

Florin Vlaicu, Romania’s record Test
points scorer, put them ahead in the fifth
minute with a long range penalty. Italy
scrum-half Edoardo Gori went close to put-
ting the Italians ahead a minute later but
he knocked on as he went to touch the ball
down from his chip ahead. 

However, Italy made no mistake in the
eighth minute as the impressive Michele
Campagnaro-playing on his new club
Exeter’s home ground-broke a tackle and
floated out a pass to Leonardo Sarto who
ran in unopposed.

Allan missed the conversion to leave the
Italians 5-3 up-and they went a man up in
the 16th minute as Romania’s South
African-born lock Johannes van Heerden
was sin-binned for lashing out at Gori.

The livewire scrum-half-picked out by
Parisse as one of the players capable of
leading the team in the future-made no
mistake with the second try-scoring oppor-
tunity he was presented with and Allan
converted for 15-3.

The hulking van Heerden returned.

Before taking his place in the lineout, refer-
ee Romain Poite held out his hand and they
shook hands exchnging pleasantries with
the lock patting the Frenchman on the
back in a nice touch.

The Romanians enjoyed a 10 minute
spell inside the Italian five metres area. But
hard as they knocked, the Italian line held
firm and they eventually forced their oppo-
nents into conceding a penalty allowing
them to clear their lines.

The Italians landed what appeared to be
the killer blow shortly before the break
with a well worked move. Captain Quintin
Geldenhuys offloaded to Gori who passed
to Allan.

The fly-half broke through the
Romanian line and outstripped fullback
Catalin Fercu to touch down, wagging his
finger and sticking his tongue out in cele-
bration.

He added the extras for a half-time lead
of 22-3. The Italians rubbed salt in the
wound when they added another try in the
47th minute. Alessandro Zanni burrowed
over and Allan added the conversion for
29-3 and bring up his century.

Romania got a deserved try with 15
minutes remaining Adrian Apostol touch-
ing down-Vlaicu added the conversion for
29-10.  Boos rang out when Italy opted to
go for a pop at goal than for touch but
Allan paid them no heed to add the three
points for 32-10. The Romanians added a
third try in the final minutes. Valentin
Poparlan raised his arms in celebration
after touching down and Vlaicu added the
conversion for 32-17. The Romanians fin-
ished strongly as Vlaicu’s long floated pass
found Apostol who went in in the far left
hand corner.—AFP

Italy secure 2019 
World Cup berth

LONDON: Australia beat Wales 15-6 after withstand-
ing a late Welsh siege while down to 13 men on
Saturday to set up a Rugby World Cup quarter-final
against Scotland, who beat Samoa in a thriller, and
send the Welsh into a clash with South Africa.

Neither side crossed the line at Twickenham in the
Pool A decider but only because of dogged Wallaby
resistance against Wales while scrumhalf Will Genia
and lock Dean Mumm were in the sin bin.

Flyhalf Bernard Foley kicked five penalties to two
from opposite number Dan Biggar as the Wallabies
avoided a southern hemisphere clash between two
sides who have twice won the title.

Scotland had earlier survived a scare in Newcastle
where they were pushed all the way by Samoa, finally
clinching second place in Pool B and a last-eight berth
against the Springboks with a 36-33 win.

That result dashed the hopes of Japan, surprise
conquerors of South Africa in their opening match,
reaching a first ever quarter-final berth which they
would have been fighting for on Sunday against the
United States if the Scots had lost.

Recent results do not augur quite so badly for the
two British sides in next weekend’s quarter-finals at
Twickenham. Scotland have beaten Australia in two of
their last three meetings and Wales overcame South
Africa the last time the teams met-albeit after a 16-
game losing streak-but the southern hemisphere
teams are on a roll.

Australia, as they showed in attack in last week-
end’s victory at Twickenham that eliminated England
and in defence on Saturday, are serious title con-
tenders under Michael Cheika.

“It was a different type of game for us and so we
had to show a different skin,” said Cheika, who has
transformed Australia since taking charge a year ago.

“We threw everything at them but you have to give
Australia credit for keeping us out,” said Wales captain
Sam Warburton. South Africa have put their 34-32 loss
to Japan, the biggest World Cup upset ever, behind
them with emphatic wins over Samoa, Scotland and
the United States.

Samoa produced their best performance of the
tournament and outscored Scotland by four tries to
three and were 26-23 up at halftime but they will rue
giving away a string of penalties in the second half.
Scotland scrumhalf Greig Laidlaw scored a decisive
late try and kicked 21 points.

“We came across a Samoan team that we haven’t
seen in this World Cup. They were impressive, and we
had to change the way we played,” Scotland’s Kiwi
coach Vern Cotter said.

England closed their disappointing tournament as
the first main hosts top go out at the pool stage with
a 10-try, 60-3 win over Uruguay in Manchester.

The Uruguayans were out of  their  depth yet
showed that there has been some progress since
they lost 111-13 in 2003 against the England team
that won the title. Sunday is the last day of pool
action and the pick of the day’s four games is at the
Millennium stadium where France and Ireland are
battling for top spot in Pool D. The losers will face
New Zealand in the quarter-finals while the winners
take on Argentina. —Reuters

MANCHESTER: England brought a close to
their sorry Rugby World Cup campaign
with a predictably emphatic 60-3 victory
over Uruguay on Saturday in a final outing
that provided a crumb of comfort but did
little to soothe the open wound of a pool-
stage exit.

With irreparable damage already done
in consecutive defeats to Wales and
Australia, this was little more than a 10-try
exercise in arithmetic in Manchester rather
than the expected rousing send-off into
the quarter-finals.

A hat-trick for both Nick Easter and Jack
Nowell, two tries for Anthony Watson, one
from Henry Slade and a late penalty try saw
England pile on the points against their
largely amateur opponents, whose fitness,
if not their will to stay in the contest, wilted
as the match wore on.

“Uruguay took a bit of breaking down,
but we scored some great tries and every-
one got a run,” England coach Stuart
Lancaster said. “We put some good shapes
together, there were some good skills out
there. “The reaction of the crowd was great.
It’s  been a tough week for the players, but
the crowd stuck behind them and gave us a
big lift.”

It was always likely to be an awkward
occasion for England; little more than a
chance to alleviate a fraction of the embar-
rassment caused by their early tournament
exit.

They had already sewn up third place in
Pool A before the match and will probably

not waste any time looking at the final
standings-two points behind Wales and six
adrift of group winners Australia.

Lancaster, whose future in the job will
be picked over in the coming days, selected
one of the most creative and attacking
sides possible, loading the team with play-
makers charged with securing an emphatic
victory. Nothing else would have been
deemed par against Uruguay, but there
was often little fluidity to their play, even if
the score did tick over steadily.

A penalty for Uruguay to open the scor-
ing after two minutes seemed strangely fit-
ting, before Watson promptly chased down
a Nowell kick to touch down and restore
normality.

Veteran number eight Easter, who
began the tournament as a T V pundit
before being called into the squad to
replace the injured Billy Vunipola, then
twice bundled over from close range to
give England a comfortable, if unspectacu-
lar, 21-3 advantage at the break.

A yellow card for Santiago Vilaseca at
the close of the first half helped England to
get off to a flyer at the start of the second,
with Watson touching down in the corner
for his second try two minutes after the
break. Then the floodgates opened.
Outside centre Slade showed some neat
footwork before crossing in the corner,
Nowell grabbed his first and Easter claimed
his hat-trick. Nowell went over twice more
and a late penalty try finished off the con-
test.—Reuters

England bow out with 
victory over Uruguay

TOKYO: Winner Spain’s Dani Pedrosa holds the trophy during the awarding ceremo-
ny of MotoGP Japanese Motorcycle Grand Prix at Twin Ring Motegi circuit. —AP

JAPAN: Dani Pedrosa claimed the 50th
Grand Prix win of his career yesterday, tak-
ing victory in the Japanese MotoGP as run-
ner-up Valentino Rossi extended his lead in
the championship standings.

Pedrosa, who almost quit the sport earli-
er this year because of an arm problem that
needed surgery, grabbed the lead seven
laps from the end of a wet race at the Twin
Ring circuit in Motegi.

He surged clear of his rivals to win for
the first time this season and the 50th of his
career, which began in the 125cc class in
2001. Rossi finished second while his
Yamaha team mate and championship rival
Jorge Lorenzo faded to third after leading
for most of the race until he had dropped
back when having tyre problems.

“It’s a real pity because today if the track
didn’t dry I would have won,” Lorenzo of
Spain said. “There was a dry line and I
couldn’t follow them. I just had to survive.

“Now there is only one target and that is
to win the three races. Let’s see if we can do
it.” Rossi now leads Lorenzo by 18 points in
the standings with a maximum of 75 avail-
able from the remaining three rounds, in
Australia, Malaysia and Valencia.

“It was a very long race. It was very easy
to make a mistake,” the Italian said. “At this
moment I need to take points. After Jorge
left our pace was the same. When it got dry
it was difficult to control the bike and I saw
Jorge slowing. “It’s a good result for the
championship.” Pedrosa had not won a
MotoGP race since the Czech Grand Prix in
August 2014 and missed three of the sea-
son’s first four races due to the arm surgery.

The 30-year-old has suffered from a
problem common among motorcycle rac-

ers when pressure builds up in the forearm
and causes intense pain, making riding a
bike difficult when the muscle becomes
too big for the ‘sack’ that it sits in.

Sunday’s race was delayed by heavy
morning rain in Japan which forced organ-
isers to shorten the Moto2 and Moto3 races
but Lorenzo was all smiles at the end of a
long day.

“It was not like I expected. At the begin-
ning I had no good feeling with the rear
and couldn’t go fast,” he said. “I kept my
rhythm while the others burned their tyre.
At the end my pace was faster and I’m real-
ly happy.” Johann Zarco celebrated his first
Moto2 title by winning his seventh race of
the season. The Frenchman was already
assured of winning the championship
when Tito Rabat, the only other rider with
any mathematical chance of overtaking
him, withdrew from Motegi on Friday
because of injury. The race was cut to 15
laps because of the foul weather.  After a
slow start from pole, Zarco took the lead on
the seventh lap and raced away to win.

Jonas Folger, a two-time winner this sea-
son, held on for second ahead of his fellow
German Sandro Cortese, who claimed his
first podium finish this year.

Italy’s Niccolo Antonelli won the Moto3
race, which was reduced from 20 to 13 laps,
while Britain’s Danny Kent extended his
championship lead to 56 points.

Antonelli made a flying start on his
Honda and led all the way, capturing his
second race win this year. Miguel Oliveira
finished second and Jorge Navarro third
while Kent was sixth but still managed to
stretch his lead by finishing ahead of his
nearest title rival, Enea Bastianini.—Reuters

Pedrosa wins
Japanese MotoGP

MANCHESTER: England’s Jack Nowell is tackled during the Rugby World Cup Pool A
match between England and Uruguay at Manchester City Stadium. —AP
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